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T 604 687.0549 

F 604 687.2696 

www.jfklaw.ca 

Jeff Langlois 

(He/Him/His)

Principal 

E jlanglois@jfklaw.ca 

May 28, 2021 

VIA EMAIL 

(ec.ministre-minister.ec@canada.ca)

Minister of Environment and Climate 

Change 

Environment and Climate Change 

Canada: Pacific, Prairies and the North 

200-4999 98th Avenue 

Edmonton, Alberta 

T6B 2X3 

Attention: The Honourable Jonathan Wilkinson 

Dear Minister Wilkinson, 

Re: Regional Assessment Petition (No. 432-00681) 

We are counsel for Siksika Nation %pSiksikaq). We write regarding the Petition to the 

Minister of Environment and Climate Change Canada initiated by Latasha Calf Robe 

and presented to the House of Commons on March 22, 2021 by Heather McPherson 

(Petition No. 432-++13,& %g[X pPetitionq&)

Siksika supports the request that the Minister of Environment and Climate Change 

Canada: 

conduct a Regional Assessment of the impacts of all proposed coal 

developments and exploratory activity in Southwest Alberta on Treaty and 

Aboriginal rights, water quality, species at risk and the environment. 
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Siksika has requested federal intervention in this issue on multiple occasions and 

specifically, Siksika has raised their desire for regional assessments of the activity in the 

eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains %g[X pEastern Slopesq& with the Impact 

Assessment Agency of Canada (the pIAACq& ba `h_g\c_X bVVTf\baf) In addition, Siksika 

eXdhXfgXW YXWXeT_ eXi\Xjf bY gjb %-& cebcbfXW VbT_`\aXf \a g[X eXZ\ba5 KXV^sf =beW\aZ

I\iXe <kgXaf\ba' TaW DbagX` IXfbheVXsf KXag DbhagT\a)

In short, Siksika submits: 

� selenium pollution caused by coalmines has devastated the lands and waters of 

the Elk Valley in BC; 

� continued development in the Eastern Slopes will have the same effect, causing 

irreversible damage to the lands and waters of southwestern Alberta and beyond;  

� the Eastern Slopes are integral to the continued practice of Siksikass Aboriginal 

and Treaty rights; 

� the protection of this area is vital; 

� 8_UXegTsf project-specific assessment is insufficient to appreciate and safeguard 

Siksikass Aboriginal and Treaty rights; and 

� deep consultation on this decision is required. 

Due to these compounding issues, it is incumbent on the Crown to engage with Siksika 

regarding your decision as to whether to order a regional assessment. Siksika is 

available immediately for consultation on this critical decision. 

Selenium pollution has devastated the lands and waters of the Elk Valley in BC 

Coalmines pollute rivers with selenium. According to a 2014 expert report prepared for 

Environment Canada by Dr. A. Dennis Lemly %g[X p2014 Reportq&' pfX_Xa\h` pollution in 

the Fording and Elk Rivers has been a growing envirba`XagT_ \ffhX Ybe `Tal lXTefq)1

The 2014 Report concluded pRfSX_Xa\h` VbaVXageTg\baf \a fheYTVX jTgXef bY g[X <_^

I\iXe jTgXef[XW [TiX UXXa \aVeXTf\aZ f\aVX g[X ,44+sf Tf T eXfh_g bY bcXa-pit coal 

mining activities in the areaq.2

1 A. Dennis Lemly' G[);' pIXi\Xj bY <ai\eba`Xag :TaTWTsf KXV^ :bT_ <ai\eba`XagT_ 8ffXff`Xag TaW

Evaluation of Selenium Toxicology Tests on Westslope Cutthroat Trout in the Elk and Fording Rivers in 

Jbhg[XTfg 9e\g\f[ :b_h`U\Tq %JXcgX`UXe -0' -+,/&' online' c , R-+,/ IXcbegS6 V\gXW Ul :Teb_ C\aa\gg' p=be

WXVTWXf 9):) YT\_XW gb TWWeXff fX_Xa\h` cb__hg\ba \a g[X <_^ MT__Xl) Ebj ab baX ^abjf [bj gb fgbc \gq'

The Narwhal (December 4, 2018), online, p 1. 
2 2014 Report, p 1. 
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@a jTgXef gXfgXW g[ebhZ[bhg 9:sf <_^ MT__Xl' fX_Xa\h` _XiX_f [TiX eXTW Tf [\Z[ Tf ,0+

cTegf cXe U\__\ba) 9:sf Xk\fg\aZ jTgXe dhT_\gl Zh\WX_\aXf eXVb``XaW fX_Xa\h` _XiX_f UX

kept to two parts per billion in order to protect fish and other aquatic life.3

Selenium pollution affects water quality, fish and aquatic life, and other wildlife. In their 

-+,/ IXcbeg' ;e) CX`_l WXgXe`\aXW g[Tg g[X TiT\_TU_X \aYbe`Tg\ba pfgebaZ_l fhZZXfgf

that dissolved selenium emissions originating from coal mining waste rock are 

deleterious to resident fish populations, particularly the highly valued Westslope 

:hgg[ebTg Kebhgq)4 Specifically' ;e) CX`_l abgXW g[Tg pRXSkVXff selenium in eggs causes 

reduced hatching success and a wide variety of morphological abnormalities and 

physiological changes in post-[TgV[ fhei\ibefq)5 Noting ZeTiX_l' g[Tg g[X pXaW eXfh_g VTa

UX gbgT_ cbch_Tg\ba Vb__TcfX TaW _bVT_ Xkg\aVg\ba bY fcXV\Xfq)6

According to a 2019 monitoring report from Teck, cited in an article in The Narwhal, the 

pTWh_g cbch_Tg\ba bY ZXaXg\VT__l ha\dhX jXfgf_bcX Vhgg[ebTg gebhg \a T e\iXe \a 9):)sf

Kootenay region dropped by 93 per cent this past fall compared with 2017 levelsq)7

=b__bj\aZ ;e) CX`_lsf ceXW\Vg\ba' g[XeX [TiX UXXa eXcbegf bY g[X paXTe-disappearance of 

rare cutthroat trout from a 60-kilometre stretch of the Fording River downstream from 

g[X Vb`cTalsf Ybhe `\aXfq)8

Coalmines have wreaked havoc on the lands and waters of the Elk Valley. By polluting 

the rivers with selenium they have put at risk a highly-valued trout species and caused 

(likely) irreparable damage to the river system. Siksika does not wish to see this same 

result on the Eastern Slopes, throughout Treaty 7 lands, and beyond. 

Coal development will cause irreversible damage to the lands and waters of 

southwestern Alberta and beyond 

Coal development in the Eastern Slopes will contribute to the cumulative impacts of 

industrial and recreational development in the area. The cumulative impact of various 

activities, including: agricultural development, the development and extension of 

municipalities, the transfer of lands to private landholders, the national and provincial 

park system, mining and other industrial activities have resulted in much of Blackfoot 

3 8\af_\X :eh\^f[Ta^' pB.C. stalling on new rules for selenium pollution from coal mines, environmental 

groups sayq' K[X ETej[T_ %FVg 3' -+-+&' online.
4 2014 Report, p 4. 
5 2014 Report, p 4. 
6 2014 Report, p 4. 
7 :Teb_ C\aa\gg' pLa\dhX 9):) gebhg cbch_Tg\ba fhYYXef 4. cXe VXag VeTf[ WbjafgeXT` bY KXV^sf <_^ MT__Xl

VbT_ `\aXfq K[X ETe[jT_ %8ce\_ ,1' -+-+&' online. 
8 9bU NXUXe' pL)J) WX`TaWf Xkc_TaTg\ba Yeb` cebi\aVX biXe e\iXe cb__hg\ba Yeb` 9):) `\aXfq' :9: EXjf

(May 11, 2020), online. 
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traditional territory being taken up by activities inconsistent with the practice of Blackfoot 

Aboriginal and Treaty rights. 

The proposed coal projects exacerbate the impacts of development on Siksikasf hfX bY

the lands. The list of coal projects in this area is ever expanding. Today, it includes: 

� four (4) operating coal mines in BC; 

� four (4) proposed coalmines in BC: Fording River Extension, Crown Mountain, 

the Michel Coal Project, and the Bingay Main Coal Project: 

� Two (2) proposed mines in Alberta: Bengasf >eTffl DbhagT\a Geb]XVg and 

DbagX` IXfbheVXss Tent Mountain Mine (which is adjacent to the Michel 

Project); and 

� A number of Coal Exploration Programs in the Crowsnest Pass region of Alberta: 

Atrumsf <_Ta Jbhg[ Geb]XVg6 DbagX`sf :[\abb^ Geb]XVg; and the Cabin Ridge 

Project. 

Of particular note are Tent Mountain and Michel Coal, which are back-to-back along the 

Alberta-BC border, respectively. 

A map of the operating coalmines in BC shows a nearly continuous chain of coalmines 

from Fording River down to Coal Mountain south of Sparwood, BC. The proposed 

Alberta projects referenced in the paragraph above would mirror this development on 

the Alberta side of the border. This would have a devastating effect on the lands and 

waters of the Eastern Slopes, throughout Treaty 7 territory, and into the United States. 

Beyond the ever-present concern about land uses inconsistent with Blackfoot use, the 

increasing number of proposed coalmines and coal exploration in the area is particularly 

alarming to Siksika. This is primarily because coalmines bring unique and devastating 

environmental effects. 

Selenium pollution is already having adverse effects ba 8_UXegTsf jTgXejTlf) 8 eXVXag

release of previously unreported Government of Alberta data found that water samples 

taken from 1998 through 2016 averaged six (6) times higher selenium content 

downstream from the Cheviot mine than in upstream samples. For Gregg River and 

Luscar Creek, the pollution was even more alarming o samples averaged nine (9) and 

eleven (11) times higher downstream than upstream.9 As noted above, high-selenium 

concentrations are cause for concern.10

9 Bob Weber, "Contaminant from coal mines already high in some Alberta rivers: unreported data", 

CBC News (January 25, 2021) online. 
10 Recent reports have indicated that some herds of bighorn sheep may be heavily contaminated with 

fX_Xa\h` Ybe b_W VbT_ `\aXf) JXX5 9bU NXUXe' pAlberta government knew bighorn sheep contaminated 

with coal-mine selenium: scientistq' :9: EXjf %DTl ,,' -+-,&' online. 
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Blackfoot throughout southern Alberta rely on the Oldman River Watershed for drinking 

water. Any pollution of this source water creates a significant adverse effect on the 

health and safety of the Blackfoot and the wildlife that rely on these water sources. This 

is an impact on an area of federal jurisdiction that regulators cannot assess on a 

project-specific basis o it must be done regionally. 

Selenium pollution is not restricted to a single jurisdiction. The United States 

Environmental Protection Agency \f VheeXag_l VT__\aZ Ybe T eXi\Xj bY KXV^sf

contamination of the Kootenai watershed in the Elk Valley, which flows across Montana 

and Idaho. The Tribal Councils of the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes and the 

Kootenai Tribe have expressed concerns about these proposed coalmines, requesting a 

federal review of both the Fording River Extension and Tent Mountain project. 

N\g[bhg YXWXeT_ \agXeiXag\ba' jX e\f^ eXcXTg\aZ g[X WXiTfgTg\ba \a 9:sf <_^ MT__Xl) 8

regional assessment will go a long way to understanding the impacts of coalmines in 

the Eastern Slopes and will lead to fully-informed decisions at a project and regional 

level. 

The protection of this sensitive ecological area is vital 

Protected lands 

The area in which many of these coalmines are proposed is a sensitive and ecologically 

important ecosystem known as the Crown of the Continent Ecosystem. It comprises the 

[XTWjTgXef bY Ebeg[ 8`Xe\VTsf g[eXX ZeXTg jTgXef[XWf %g[X JTf^TgV[XjTa' D\ffbhe\'

and Columbia). This area is bordered by several protected areas including the Beehive 

Natural Area, a provincially-recognized Environmentally Significant Area that contains 

important habitat for large mammals, such as grizzly and black bears, bighorn sheep, 

TaW cebi\WXf T j\agXe\aZ eTaZX Ybe baX bY 8_UXegTsf _TeZXfg X_^ [XeWf) Other notable 

protected areas in the Eastern Slopes include Bob Creek Wildland Park, Castle 

Wildland Park, and Waterton National Park. 

Species of importance 

The Eastern Slopes are home to many federally listed species at risk and federally 

protected species, including: the westslope cutthroat trout, bull trout, grizzly bear, 

wolverine, and migratory birds. In addition, the area includes critical habitat for species 

of cultural importance, including: bighorn sheep, elk, mountain goat, moose, and deer. 

The Eastern Slopes are critical to the habitat and viability of these key species. By 

considering a series of coalmines in the area, the Alberta government is putting at risk 

all of the good conservation efforts taken on by the protection of these lands, and 

placing the viability of these key species at risk. 
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Environmental impacts to this area will have a devastating effect on Siksika_Y

ability to practice Aboriginal and Treaty rights 

Impacts to the local environment, lands, and waters will have a significant adverse 

impact on the ability for Siksika to practice its Aboriginal and Treaty rights in the area. 

The Eastern Slopes have long been an area critical to the practice of Siksikasf

Aboriginal and Treaty rights, including hunting, fishing, harvesting plants and medicines, 

trade, and spiritual practices. The traditional practices conducted on the land and waters 

are integral to Siksikasf c[lf\VT_ TaW Vh_gheT_ jX__-being. 

The Eastern Slopes are one of the last remaining intact areas in Blackfoot territory 

where Blackfoot can exercise these rights. It is incumbent on the Crown to monitor 

available land and determine whether our clients can continue to exercise their rights 

meaningfully. Siksika has raised this concern on multiple occasions. 

In consultation on the development of the South Saskatchewan Regional Plan and the 

Livingstone-GbeVhc\aX ?\__f _TaW Ybbgce\ag `TaTZX`Xag c_Ta %g[X pLPH Planq&' Siksika 

provided information to Alberta regarding the importance of the Eastern Slopes. The 

LPH Plan reflected this input by stating: 

The Eastern Slopes include the hunting and gathering, and ceremonial places 

that lie within traditional territories of multiple First Nations. The Livingstone 

Porcupine Hills areas provide sustenance, materials, medicines, and sacred 

places for First Nations since time immemorial and is expected to continue to do 

so for generations yet to come. Indigenous communities are intimately connected 

to the land and are therefore their ancestral, traditional and continued use of 

public lands are at risk from the impacts of climate change, industrial 

development and unmanaged recreational use.11

Finally, these concerns were the centerpiece of a judicial review brought by Siksika, and 

several other nations, related to the Alberta governmentss abrupt decision to rescind the 

1976 Coal Policy in May of 2020. 

The Crown must ensure that the Blackfoot have the ability to practice their Aboriginal 

and Treaty rights. Uncontained industrial, agricultural, residential, and other 

development has pushed the Blackfoot to the western portion of Blackfoot territory o the 

Eastern Slopes. Consequently, this has dramatically increased the importance of this 

area for the practice of Blackfoot Aboriginal and Treaty rights. It is both the federal and 

cebi\aV\T_ :ebjafs obligation, under the honour of the Crown, to ensure that the 

decisions they make do not leave Siksika unable to practice their Aboriginal and Treaty 

11 >biXea`Xag bY 8_UXegT' pLivingstone-GbeVhc\aX ?\__f _TaW Ybbgce\ag `TaTZX`Xag c_Taq %DTl ,2' -+,3&'

online, p 25.
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rights. To ensure this does not happen requires understanding the historical and 

regional context of the area. 

Accounting for historical and regional impacts is required for a thorough assessment of 

impacts to Aboriginal and Treaty rights. In West Moberly First Nations v British 

Columbia (Chief Inspector of Mines) the BC Court of Appeal was asked to assess the 

scope of the duty to consult related to a proposal for coal mine exploration in an area 

with an extremely fragile caribou population. The coal proponent argued that to consider 

these impacts (which they viewed as unrelated to the coal exploration proposal) would 

be an attempt to redress past wrongs through the duty to consult. The court disagreed, 

finding g[Tg pg[X [\fgbe\VT_ VbagXkg \f essential to a proper understanding of the 

fXe\bhfaXff bY g[X cbgXag\T_ \`cTVgf ba g[X cXg\g\baXefs geXTgl eight to huntq)12 The court 

continued that a historical assessment is conducted gb peXVbZa\mX Ta Xk\fg\aZ fgTgX bY

affairs, and to address the consequences of what may result from pursuit of the 

Xkc_beTg\ba cebZeT`fq)13 The regional assessment is one of the limited tools available to 

the federal government to account for these historical and regional impacts and should 

be ordered in this instance. 

Failing to account for these impacts properly may leave Siksika without anywhere to 

practice their Aboriginal and Treaty rights. Following, Grassy Narrows First Nation v 

Ontario (Natural Resources), if Crown action (in that case, the taking up of lands) leaves 

T aTg\ba pj\g[ ab `XTa\aZYh_ e\Z[g gb [hag' Y\f[ be geTc \a eX_Tg\ba gb the territories over 

which they traditionally hunted, fished, and trapped, a potential action for treaty 

\aYe\aZX`Xag j\__ Te\fXq)14

1RILXZH_Y VXU\PTJPHR HYYLYYSLTZ XLNPSL PY PTY[MMPJPLTZ

A project-specific assessment is insufficient to assess the total cumulative effects of a 

project on a watershed, and a region. The cumulative effects component of a project-

specific assessment only looks at the impact of the project within the context of all the 

other future and proposed activity o it does not look at the impacts on a region. 

=heg[Xe' jX abgX g[Tg g[X 8_UXegT <aXeZl IXZh_Tgbe %pAERq& \f _XZ\f_Tg\iX_l UTeeXW Yeb`

determining the adequacy of consultation. The Alberta government assesses the 

adequacy of Crown consultation on AER regulated projects through the Aboriginal 

:bafh_gTg\ba FYY\VX %pACOq&) K[\f fgehVgheX \f cebU_X`Tg\V Tf g[X 8:F [Tf T iXel

narrow view of the duty to consult and impacts to Aboriginal and Treaty rights. To order 

12 West Moberly First Nations v British Columbia (Chief Inspector of Mines), 2011 BCCA 247, paras 117-

118 [West Moberly]. 
13 West Moberly, para 118. 
14 Grassy Narrows First Nation v Ontario (Natural Resources), 2014 SCC 48, para 52, citing Mikisew Cree

First Nation v Canada (Minister of Canadian Heritage), 2005 SCC 69, para 48. 
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Vbafh_gTg\ba' g[X 8:F eXdh\eXf Xi\WXaVX bY pf\gX-fcXV\Y\Vq \`cTVgf gb 8Ubeiginal and 

Treaty rights. In practice, this means that nations are not consulted early in the process 

and their funding and ability to impact the project is significantly hampered. 

Considerable public interest regarding coal development in Alberta 

Coal activity in this area has generated considerable public interest. For example, 

Alberta revoking their decades-old Coal Policy and opening up formerly protected lands 

to development lead to multiple judicial reviews from ranchers and First Nations, and 

created a flurry of activity on social media, which included input from celebrities and the 

Premier of Alberta. 

For example, please see selected news stories generated in relation to the Coal Policy 

alone: 

� IbUfba =_XgV[Xe TaW AbeWTa F`fgXTW' pAlberta rescinds decades-old policy that 

banned open-pit coal mines in Rockies and Foothillsq %DTl --' -+-+& :9: EXjf'

online. 

� Jill Croteau' pSouthern Alberta ranchers weigh in on coal mining after Corb Lund, 

Paul Brandt speak outq %ATahTel ,/' -+-,& >_bUT_ EXjf' online. 

� 9bU NXUXe' pCourt to hear challenge to Alberta coal policy removalq %ATahTel ,2'

2021) The Globe and Mail, online. 

� J[Teba A) I\_Xl' p8_UXegTsf rUTV^ Wbbes c_Ta gb YeXX hc U\__\baf bY _\geXf bY jTgXe Ybe

coal mines raises alarmq %=XUehTel ,' -+-,& K[X ETej[T_' online. 

� 9bU NXUXe' pMore Alberta towns ask for coal consultations, pause on 

explorationq %=XUehTel -' -+-,& K[X >_bUX TaW DT\_' online. 

� 9bU NXUXe' pKenney defends Alberta govera`Xagsf VbT_ `\a\aZ WXV\f\ba' fTlf

old policy was obsoleteq %=XUehTel .' -+-,& K[X >_bUX TaW DT\_' online. 

� Sharon J. Ri_Xl' pHow a public uprising caused a province built on fossil fuels to 

reverse course on coal miningq %=XUehTel ,+' -+-,& K[X ETej[T_' online. 

� 9bU NXUXe' pAlberta coal consultation terms of reference rule out land use, water 

concernsq %8ce\_ ,0' -+-,& K[X >_bUX TaW DT\_' online. 

In addition, several prominent environmental groups and academics have weighed in on 

the matter: 

� 8_UXegT N\_WXeaXff 8ffbV\Tg\ba' pAlberta Strips Away Significant Mountain-

Foothills Protection To Encourage Coal Minesq %DTl -+' -+-+&' online. 

� E\ZX_ 9Ta^Xf' pOPINION | Reinstating the Alberta coal policy does not mean the 

XaW bY VbT_ `\a\aZq %=XUehTel 4' -+-,&' online. 
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� <Vb]hfg\VX' pTent Mountain coal mine: Niitsitapi Water Protectors, landowners 

group, environmental orgs urge Canada to designate project for assessmentq

(April 6, 2021), online. 

� 9bU NXUXe' pAlberta scientists urge adoption of bill that would protect against 

coal miningq %8ce\_ ,4' -+-,&' online. 

Additional value in ordering regional assessment 

As more and more projects are proposed in this area, a regional assessment will 

provide provincial and federal regulators, as well as proponents with the data, studies, 

and true cumulative effects analysis to make informed decisions about the future of the 

Eastern Slopes. This will be particularly useful in assessing whether federal impact 

assessments are required for future projects. 

Deep consultation is required on this decision 

It is integral that the Ministry understands Siksikasf cXefcXVg\iX ba g[\f WXV\f\ba TaW

hears directly why a regional assessment, and federal engagement, is required here. 

Deep consultation is required on this decision because: 

1. Both the federal and provincial Crowns have knowledge of the Aboriginal and 

Treaty rights practiced by Siksika in the area. 

2. The Eastern Slopes are one of the last remaining intact areas in Blackfoot 

territory where Blackfoot people can exercise their Aboriginal and Treaty rights. 

Any development here will have an outsized impact on Siksikasf Aboriginal and 

Treaty rights. Following West Moberly, accounting for historical and regional 

impacts is necessary to address the consequences of proposed development. 

3. The federal government cannot uphold the honour of the Crown by ignoring the 

area and relying on inadequate environmental reviews conducted by Alberta. 

Failing to exercise federal oversight in this regard will resign the Eastern Slopes 

to the same fate as northeastern Alberta o where the Crown is embroiled in 

infringement litigation. 

The decision to conduct a regional assessment has far-reaching effects, as it will form a 

baseline of knowledge and information from which every future project is assessed. This 

baseline must be developed in consultation with our clients and other Indigenous 

nations. Our client suggests that an extension be granted to enable the Ministry to 

develop a more robust approach aligned with the duty to consult that can effectively 

\__\V\g bhe V_\Xagsf \achg)
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A regional assessment is required 

Our client requests that you order the IAAC to conduct a regional assessment of the 

Eastern Slopes related to coal activity.  

Siksika takes the position that: 

� continued development in the Eastern Slopes will cause irreversible damage to 

the lands and waters of southwestern Alberta and beyond;  

� the Eastern Slopes are integral to the continued practice of Siksikasf 8Ube\Z\aT_

and Treaty rights; 

� the protection of this area is vital as it is a sensitive ecological zone that houses 

several species of importance; and 

� 8_UXegTsf ceb]XVg-specific assessment is insufficient to appreciate and safeguard 

Siksikasf Aboriginal and Treaty rights. 

A regional assessment would be a significant practical step the Crown can take to 

respect and renew its Treaty obligations and uphold the honour of the Crown. Siksika 

representatives and legal counsel are available immediately to meet with you to discuss 

this matter further.  

Yours truly, 

JFK Law Corporation 

Per: 

Jeff Langlois

JLL 

cc: Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC.AlbertaCoal-CharbonAlberta.AEIC@canada.ca) 

Cedric Solway, Siksika Nation (cedrics@siksiknation.com) 

Clayton Leonard, JFK Law Corporation (cleonard@jfklaw.ca) 

Blair Feltmate, JFK Law Corporation (bfeltmate@jfklaw.ca) 

<Original signed by>




